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TOTALLY ACYCLIC COMPLEXES
SERGIO ESTRADA, XIANHUI FU, AND ALINA IACOB
Abstract. We prove first (Proposition 3) that, over any ring R, an acyclic complex of
projective modules is totally acyclic if and only if the cycles of every acyclic complex of
Gorenstein projective modules are Gorenstein projective. The dual result for injective
and Gorenstein injective modules also holds over any ring R (Proposition 4). And,
when R is a GF-closed ring, the analogue result for flat/Gorenstein flat modules is also
true (Proposition 5). Then we show (Theorem 2) that over a left noetherian ring R, a
third equivalent condition can be added to those in Proposition 4, more precisely, we
prove that the following are equivalent: 1. Every acyclic complex of injective modules is
totally acyclic. 2. The cycles of every acyclic complex of Gorenstein injective modules
are Gorenstein injective. 3. Every complex of Gorenstein injective modules is dg-
Gorenstein injective. Theorem 3 shows that the analogue result for complexes of flat
and Gorenstein flat modules holds over any left coherent ring R. We prove (Corollary
1) that, over a commutative noetherian ring R, the equivalent statements in Theorem
3 hold if and only if the ring is Gorenstein. We also prove (Theorem 4) that when
moreover R is left coherent and right n-perfect (that is, every flat right R-module
has finite projective dimension ≤ n) then statements 1, 2, 3 in Theorem 2 are also
equivalent to the following: 4. Every acyclic complex of projective right R-modules is
totally acyclic. 5. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules is
in G˜P. 6. Every complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules is dg-Gorenstein
projective.
Corollary 2 shows that when R is commutative noetherian of finite Krull dimension, the
equivalent conditions (1)-(6) from Theorem 4 are also equivalent to those in Theorem 3
and hold if and only if R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. Thus we improve slightly on a
result of Iyengar’s and Krause’s; in [22] they proved that for a commutative noetherian
ring R with a dualizing complex, the class of acyclic complexes of injectives coincides
with that of totally acyclic complexes of injectives if and only if R is Gorenstein. We are
able to remove the dualizing complex hypothesis and add more equivalent conditions.
In the second part of the paper we focus on two sided noetherian rings that satisfy
the Auslander condition. We prove (Theorem 7) that for such a ring R that also has
finite finitistic flat dimension, every complex of injective (left and respectively right)
R-modules is totally acyclic if and only if R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring.
1. introduction
Homological algebra is at the root of modern techniques in many areas of mathematics
including commutative and non commutative algebra, algebraic geometry, algebraic topol-
ogy and representation theory. Not only that all these areas make use of the homological
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methods but homological algebra serves as a common language and this makes interactions
between these areas possible and fruitful. A relative version of homological algebra is the
area called Gorenstein homological algebra. This newer area started in the late 60s when
Auslander introduced a class of finitely generated modules that have a complete resolu-
tion. Auslander used these modules to define the notion of the G-dimension of a finite
module over a commutative noetherian local ring. Then Auslander and Bridger extended
the definition to two sided noetherian rings (1969). The area really took off in the mid
90s, with the introduction of the Gorenstein (projective and injective) modules by Enochs
and Jenda ([10]). Avramov, Buchweitz, Martsinkovsky, and Reiten proved that if the ring
R is both right and left noetherian and if G is a finitely generated Gorenstein projective
module, then Enochs’ and Jenda’s definition agrees with that of Auslander’s and Bridger’s
of module of G-dimension zero. The Gorenstein flat modules were introduced by Enochs,
Jenda and Torrecillas as another extension of Auslander’s Gorenstein dimension.
The Gorenstein homological methods have proved to be very useful in characterizing var-
ious classes of rings. Also, methods and results from Gorenstein homological algebra have
successfully been used in algebraic geometry, as well as in representation theory. But
the main problem in using the Gorenstein homological methods is that they can only be
applied when the corresponding Gorenstein resolutions exist. So the main open problems
in this area concern identifying the type of rings over which Gorenstein homological al-
gebra works. Of course one hopes that this is the case for any ring. But so far only the
existence of the Gorenstein flat resolutions was proved over arbitrary rings (in [30], 2014).
The existence of the Gorenstein projective resolutions and the existence of the Gorenstein
injective resolutions are still open problems. And they have been studied intensively in
recent years (see for example [5], [9], [12], [15], [18], [21], [26]).
The Gorenstein (projective, injective, flat) modules are defined in terms of totally acyclic
complexes. We recall that an acyclic complex P of projective R-modules (R is an arbitrary
ring) is called totally acyclic if the complex Hom(P,Q) is still exact for any projective
module Q. A totally acyclic complex of injective modules is defined dually. And an exact
complex F of flat left R-modules is said to be F -totally acyclic if I ⊗ F is exact for any
injective right R-module I. A module M is Gorenstein injective if and only if it is a cycle
of a totally acyclic complex of injective modules. Dually, a module G is Gorenstein pro-
jective if it is a cycle of a totally acyclic complex of projective modules. And a Gorenstein
flat module is a cycle of an F-totally acyclic complex of flat modules.
An Iwanaga Gorenstein ring ([23] and [24]) is a two sided noetherian ring R that has finite
self injective dimension on both sides. It is known that a commutative Gorenstein ring
of finite Krull dimension is Iwanaga-Gorenstein. Over an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring the
exact complexes of projective (injective, flat) modules have some very nice homological
properties. More precisely, over an Iwanaga Gorenstein ring every acyclic complex of pro-
jective (injective) modules is totally acyclic. And every acyclic complexes of flat modules
is F-totally acyclic over any Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. So over such a ring the class of
Gorenstein projective (injective, flat) modules coincides with that of the cycles of acyclic
complexes of projectives (injective, flat modules respectively).
It is a natural question to consider whether or not these conditions actually characterize
Gorenstein rings, or more generally whether or not it is possible to characterize Gorenstein
rings in terms of acyclic complexes of (Gorenstein) injectives, (Gorenstein) projectives and
(Gorenstein) flats. This is one of the main goals of this paper. In the commutative case
we encompass and extend recent results by Murfet and Salarian in [26] and by Iyengar
and Krause in [22].
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We give equivalent characterizations of the condition that every acyclic complex of injec-
tive (flat, projective respectively) modules is totally acyclic. It involves A˜ complexes, as
well as dg-A complexes, so we recall first the following definitions.
Definition 1. Let A be a class of R-modules. An acyclic complex X is in A˜ if Zj(X) ∈ A
for all integers j.
Definition 2. Let (A,B) be a cotorsion pair in R-Mod. A complex Y is a dg-A complex
if each Yn ∈ A and if Ext
1(Y, U) = 0 for any complex U in B˜.
Throughout the paper we use GI to denote the class of Gorenstein injective modules, GP
for the class of Gorenstein projective modules, and GF for that of Gorenstein flat modules.
We prove first (Proposition 3) that, over any ring R, every acyclic complex of projective
modules is totally acyclic if and only if the cycles of every acyclic complex of Gorenstein
projective modules are Gorenstein projective. Proposition 4 shows that the analogue result
for injective and Gorenstein injective modules also holds over any ring R. And Proposition
5 proves that when the ring R is GF-closed the analogue result for flat and Gorenstein flat
modules also holds.
We prove then (Theorem 2) that when R is a left noetherian ring, a third equivalent con-
dition can be added to those in Proposition 3. More precisely we have:
Theorem 2. Let R be a left noetherian ring. The following are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of injective left R-modules is totally acyclic.
2. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein injective left R-modules is in G˜I.
3. Every complex of Gorenstein injective left R-modules is dg-Gorenstein injective.
Then, using Proposition 5, we prove the following result:
Theorem 3. Let R be a left coherent ring. The following are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of flat right R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
2. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is in G˜F .
3. Every complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is dg-Gorenstein flat.
We also prove (Theorem 4) that when moreover R is left coherent and right n-perfect (that
is, every flat right R-module has finite projective dimension ≤ n) then statements 1, 2, 3
in Theorem 2 are also equivalent to the following:
4. Every acyclic complex of projective right R-modules is totally acyclic.
5. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules is in G˜P .
6. Every complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules is dg-Gorenstein projective.
We recall that a commutative noetherian ring R is called Gorenstein if for each prime
(resp., maximal) ideal p, injdimRpRp <∞ (Bass, [1], Section 1). We prove:
Corollary 1 Let R be a commutative noetherian ring. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
1. R is a Gorenstein ring.
2. Every acyclic complex of flat R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
3. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is in G˜F .
4. Every complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is dg-Gorenstein flat.
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If moreover R has finite Krull dimension then Theorems 2 and 4 give that the following
are equivalent (Corollary 2):
1. R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring.
2. Every acyclic complex of injective R-modules is totally acyclic.
3. Every acyclic complex of flat R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
4. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is in G˜F .
5. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules is in G˜I.
6. Every complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules is dg-Gorenstein injective.
7. Every complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules id dg-Gorenstein flat.
8. Every acyclic complex of projective R-modules is totally acyclic.
9. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective R-modules is in G˜P.
10. Every complex of Gorenstein projective R-modules is dg-Gorenstein projective.
Our Corollary 2 improves on results by Iyengar and Krause ([22]) and by Murfet and
Salarian ([26]). Iyengar and Krause proved that for a commutative noetherian ring R
with a dualizing complex, the class of acyclic complexes of injectives coincides with that
of totally acyclic complexes of injectives if and only if R is Gorenstein. Then Murfet and
Salarian removed the dualizing complex hypothesis and characterized Gorenstein rings in
terms of totally acyclic complexes of projectives. We are adding more equivalent charac-
terizations, still under the assumption that R is commutative noetherain of finite Krull
dimension.
We consider then a two sided noetherian ring R such that every acyclic complex of injective
modules is totally acyclic. We prove (Proposition 7) that if furthermore R satisfies the
Auslander condition and has finitistic flat dimension then every injective R-module has
finite flat dimension. We use this result to prove the following characterization of Iwanaga-
Gorenstein rings (Theorem 7):
Let R be a two sided noetherian ring of finitistic flat dimension that satisfies the Auslander
condition. Then the following are equivalent:
1. R is Iwanaga Gorenstein.
2. Every acyclic complex of injective left R-modules is totally acyclic and every acyclic
complex of injective right R-modules is totally acyclic.
2. preliminaries
Throughout the paper R will denote an associative ring with unit (non necessarily com-
mutative). The category of left R-modules will be denoted by R-Mod, and the category of
unbounded complexes of left R-modules will be denoted by Ch(R). Modules are, unless
otherwise explicitly stated, left modules.
We recall that an acyclic complex of projective modules P = . . .→ P1 → P0 → P−1 → . . .
is said to be totally acyclic if for any projective R-module P , the complex . . . →
Hom(P−1, P )→ Hom(P0, P )→ Hom(P1, P )→ . . . is still acyclic.
A module G is Gorenstein projective if it is a cycle of such a totally acyclic complex of
projective modules (G = Zj(P ), for some integer j).
Dually, an acyclic complex of injective modules I = . . . → I1 → I0 → I−1 → . . . is said
to be totally acyclic if for any injective R-module I, the complex . . . → Hom(I, I1) →
Hom(I, I0)→ Hom(I, I−1)→ . . . is still acyclic.
A module M is Gorenstein injective if it is a cycle in a totally acyclic complex of injective
modules (M = Zj(I) for some integer j).
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We also recall that an acyclic complex of flat left R-modules, F = . . . → F1 → F0 →
F−1 → . . . is said to be F-totally acyclic if for any injective right R-module I, the com-
plex . . .→ I ⊗ F1 → I ⊗ I0 → I ⊗ F−1 → . . . is still acyclic.
A module H is Gorenstein flat if it is a cycle in an F-totally acyclic complex of flat modules
(H = Zj(F ) for some integer j).
A pair of classes (A,B) in an abelian category D is called a cotorsion pair if B = A⊥ and
A =⊥B, where for a given class of modules C, the right orthogonal class C⊥ is defined to
be the class of objects Y in D such that Ext1(A, Y ) = 0 for all A ∈ A. Similarly, we define
the left orthogonal class ⊥C. The cotorsion pair is called hereditary if Exti(A,B) = 0 for
all A ∈ A, B ∈ B, and i ≥ 1. The cotorsion pair is called complete if for each object M in
D there exist short exact sequences 0 → M → B → A → 0 and 0 → B′ → A′ → M → 0
with A,A′ ∈ A and B,B′ ∈ B.
Following Gillespie [17, Definition 3.3 and Proposition 3.6] there are four classes of com-
plexes in Ch(R) that are associated with a cotorsion pair (A,B) in R-Mod:
1. An acyclic complex X is an A-complex if Zj(X) ∈ A for all integers j. We denote by
A˜ the class of all acyclic A-complexes.
2. An acyclic complex U is a B-complex if Zj(X) ∈ B for all integers j. We denote by B˜
the class of all acyclic B-complexes.
3. A complex Y is a dg-A complex if each Yn ∈ A and each map Y → U is null-homotopic,
for each complex U ∈ B˜. We denote by dg(A) the class of all dg-A complexes.
4. A complex W is a dg-B complex if each Wn ∈ B and each map V → W is null-
homotopic, for each complex V ∈ A˜. We denote by dg(B) the class of all dg-B complexes.
Yang and Liu showed in [29, Theorem 3.5] that when (A,B) is a complete hereditary
cotorsion pair in R-Mod, the pairs (dg(A), B˜) and (A˜, dg(B)) are complete (and hereditary)
cotorsion pairs. Moreover, by Gillespie [17, Theorem 3.12], we have that A˜ = dg(A)
⋂
E
and B˜ = dg(B)
⋂
E (where E is the class of all acyclic complexes). For example, from the
(complete and hereditary) cotorsion pairs (Proj,R-Mod) and (R-Mod, Inj) one obtains
the standard (complete and hereditary) cotorsion pairs (E , dg(Inj)) and (dg(Proj), E).
Over a left noetherian ring R, the pair (⊥GI,GI) is complete hereditary cotorsion pair.
This is essentially due to Krause in [25, Theorem 7.12] (see Enochs and Iacob [9, Corollary
1] for a precise formulation). Therefore (dg(⊥GI), G˜I) is a complete cotorsion pair in
Ch(R).
We recall that a ring R is right n-perfect if each flat right R-module has finite projective
dimension ≤ n. Then if R is left coherent and right n-perfect the pair (GP ,GP⊥) is also a
complete hereditary cotorsion pair in the category of right R-modules (see Bravo, Gillespie
and Hovey [4, Proposition 8.10] or Estrada, Iacob and Odabas¸ı [15, Propostion 7]). Hence
the pair (G˜P , dg(GP⊥)) is a complete cotorsion pair.
Finally, if R is a left coherent ring, then (GF ,GF⊥) is a complete hereditary cotorsion pair
(where GF is the class of Gorenstein flat right R-modules). This is due to Enochs, Jenda
and Lo´pez-Ramos in [12]. The class GF⊥ is known as the class of Gorenstein cotorsion
modules and it is usually denoted by GC. So the pair (G˜F , dg(GC)) is a complete cotorsion
pair.
We also recall that given a class of modules A, we denote by dw(A) the class of complexes
of modules, X , such that each component, Xn, is in A.
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3. A-periodic modules
We prove in this section (Proposition 3) that over any ring R the following statements are
equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of projective modules is totally acyclic.
2. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective modules is in G˜P .
Proposition 4 shows that the analogue result for injective and Gorenstein injective modules
also holds over any ring R. And Proposition 5 proves that when the ring R is GF-closed
the analogue result for flat and Gorenstein flat modules also holds.
We will work in a more general setting. Let A be a class of modules that is closed under
isomorphisms.
Definition 3. A module M is called A-periodic module if there exists a short exact se-
quence 0→M → A→M → 0 with A ∈ A.
Assume that A is closed under direct sums. Then one can see easily that the class of A-
periodic modules is closed under direct sums. Let A = . . . → An+1 → An → An−1 → . . .
be an acyclic complex. Then, by Fu and Herzog ([14]), the averaging complex of A is the
complex
⊕n∈ZΣ
nA = · · · → ⊕An → ⊕An → ⊕An → · · ·
associated to A, defined as the coproduct of all the iterated suspensions and desuspensions
of A. It is clear that the cycle of the averaging complex is a periodic A-module, and every
cycle of the complex A is a direct summand of the cycle of the averaging complex. This
trick was used by Christensen and Holm in [5, Proposition 7.6] firstly, and later by Fu
and Herzog in [14], to show that a result of Neeman’s [27, Theorem 8.6 and Remark 2.15]
(every acyclic complex of projectives with flat cycles is contractible) can be deduced from
a result proved by Benson and Goodearl in [3, Theorem 2.5].
If we let B be a class of modules which is closed under isomorphisms and direct summands,
then the above trick will give us the following easy observation:
Proposition 1. Assume that A is closed under direct sums. The following are equivalent:
1. The cycles of every acyclic dwA-complex belong to B.
2. Every A-periodic module belongs to B.
Proof. 1. ⇒ 2. Let M be an A-periodic module. Then there is a short exact sequence
0 → M → A → M → 0 with A ∈ A. One gets an acyclic complex · · · → A → A→ A →
· · · immediately such that M is a cycle of this complex. Then M belongs to B by (1).
2. ⇒ 1. Let A = · · · → An+1 → An → An−1 → · · · be an acyclic dwA-complex and
take the averaging complex ⊕n∈ZΣ
nA = · · · → ⊕An → ⊕An → ⊕An → · · · of A. Then
one can see that every cycle of the averaging complex is an A-periodic module, and hence
belongs to B. But every cycle of the complex A is a direct summand of the cycle of the
averaging complex, and hence belongs to B, since B is closed under direct summands. 
If the class A is closed under direct products, then for a complex A = . . . → An+1 →
An → An−1 → . . . one can use the complex∏
n∈Z
ΣnA = · · · →
∏
An →
∏
An →
∏
An → · · ·
instead of the averaging complex of A, and prove that we still have that every cycle of A
is a direct summand of the cycle of the complex
∏
n∈ZΣ
nA. So we also have
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Proposition 2. Assume that A is closed under direct products. The following are equiv-
alent:
1. The cycles of every acyclic dwA-complex belong to B.
2. Every A-periodic module belongs to B.
Next let B be a class of modules closed under isomorphisms, direct summands and exten-
sions, and assume that both A and B are closed under direct sums (resp., direct products).
Moreover, we assume that A ⊆ B and that every module in B appears as a cycle of some
acyclic dwA-complex. Then we have the following main theorem of this section.
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent:
1. The cycles of every acyclic dwA-complex belong to B.
2. The cycles of every acyclic dwB-complex belong to B.
3. Every A-periodic module belongs to B.
4. Every B-periodic module belongs to B.
Proof. Note that 1.⇔ 3. and 2.⇔ 4. follow from Proposition 1 or Proposition 2, and 4.⇒
3. is trivial since in this case A ⊆ B. So we only need to show 3.⇒ 4. By our assumptions
on B and (3), we see that B coincides with the class of cycles of acyclic dwA-complexes. Let
K be a B-periodic module. Then there is an exact sequence 0→ K → G→ K → 0 with
G ∈ B. Since G belongs to B, there is an exact sequence 0→ G1 → E0 → E
0 → G1 → 0
such that G is the image of E0 → E
0, E0 and E
0 belong to A, and G1 and G
1 belong to B.
Composing the two epimorphisms G→ K and E0 → G, we get the following commutative
diagram
0

0

G1

G1

0 // X0 //

E0 //

K // 0
0 // K //

G //

K // 0
0 0
.
Similarly, we have a commutative diagram:
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0

0

0 // K // G //

K //

0
0 // K // E0 //

X0 //

0
G1

G1

0 0
.
The above two diagrams give us the following commutative diagram
E0 //

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
E0
  
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
X0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
!!
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
K
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ X
0
0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
0
==④④④④④④④④④
Now take the pushout of K → G along the exact sequence 0 → K → X0 → G1 → 0, we
get the following commutative diagram
0

0

0 // K //

X0 //

G1 // 0
0 // G //

Y 0 //

G1 // 0
K

K

0 0
.
Since B is closed under extensions, and G and G1 belong to B, we have Y 0 ∈ B. Then
there is an exact sequence 0 → Y 0 → E1 → Y 1 → 0 with E1 ∈ A, and Y 1 and Y 0 in B.
Now composing the two monomorphisms X0 → Y 0 and Y 0 → E1, we get the following
two commutative diagrams:
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0

0

0 // X0 // Y 0 //

K //

0
0 // X0 // E1 //

X1 //

0
Y 1

Y 1

0 0
and
E0 //

❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
E0
  
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
// E1
  
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
X0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
!!
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
K
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
  
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ X
0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
!!
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ X
1
0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
0
==④④④④④④④④④
0
==④④④④④④④④④
.
Continuing this procedure, we get the follow exact sequence
E0 → E
0 → E1 → · · · .
Using the sequence 0→ G1 → X0 → K → 0 and a dual argument to the one above, finally
we get an acyclic A-complex
· · · → E1 → E0 → E
0 → E1 → · · ·
with K a cycle of this complex, so K ∈ B, as desired. 
As applications, we obtain the results mentioned in the beginning of this section.
Proposition 3. The following are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of projective modules is totally acylic;
2. The cycles of every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective modules are Gorenstein
projective.
Proof. Let A be the class of projective modules, and let B be the class of Gorenstein
projective modules. Then A and B are closed under direct sums, direct summands, and
extensions. Note that 2⇒ 1 is trivial. For 1⇒ 2, it is clear that if every acyclic complex
of projective modules is totally acylic, then every cycle of an acyclic complex of projective
modules is Gorenstein projective. Therefore by Theorem 1, we get that the cycles of every
acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective modules are Gorenstein projective. 
If A is the class of injective modules, and B is the class of Gorenstein injective modules,
then by a similar argument as above, we have the following result.
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Proposition 4. The following are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of injective modules is totally acylic.
2. The cycles of every acyclic complex of Gorenstein injective modules are Gorenstein
injective.
Recall that a ring R is GF-closed if the class Gorenstein flat modules is closed under
extensions.
If A is the class of flat modules, and B is the class of Gorenstein flat modules, then over
a GF-closed ring R we have the following result.
Proposition 5. Let R be a GF-closed ring. The following are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of flat modules is totally F-acylic.
2. The cycles of every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat modules are Goresntein flat.
4. Totally acyclic complexes of injective, projective, flat modules
Theorem 2 below shows that when R is a left noetherian ring, we can add a third equivalent
statement to those in Proposition 4. The proof uses the fact that over such a ring (⊥GI,GI)
is a complete hereditary cotorsion pair, and therefore we have that the pair (dg(⊥GI), G˜I)
is a complete cotorsion pair in Ch(R).
Theorem 2. Let R be a left noetherian ring. The following are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of injective R-modules is totally acyclic.
2. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules is in G˜I.
3. Every complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules is a dg-Gorenstein injective complex.
Proof. 1. ⇔ 2. By Proposition 4.
2. ⇒ 3. Let X be a complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules. Since (E , dg(Inj)) is
a complete cotorsion pair, there is an exact sequence 0 → A → B → X → 0 with A a
DG-injective complex and with B an acyclic complex. Then for each n there is an exact
sequence 0 → An → Bn → Xn → 0 with An injective and with Xn Gorenstein injective.
It follows that each Bn is Gorenstein injective. So B is an acyclic complex of Gorenstein
injective modules; by (2), B is in G˜I, and therefore in dg(GI).
Let Y ∈ ⊥˜GI. The exact sequence 0 → A → B → X → 0 gives an exact sequence
0 = Ext1(Y,B) → Ext1(Y,X) → Ext2(Y,A) = 0 (since Y is acyclic and A is a DG-
injective complex). It follows that Ext1(Y,X) = 0 for any Y ∈ ⊥˜GI, so X ∈ dg(GI). So
we have that dw(GI) ⊆ dg(GI). The other inclusion always holds, thus dg(GI) = dw(GI).
3. ⇒ 1. Let X be an acyclic complex of injective R-modules. In particular, X ∈ dw(GI)
and by (3), X is in dg(GI). Since X ∈ dg(GI) and X is acyclic, it follows that X ∈ G˜I,
and therefore Zn(X) ∈ GI for all n. Thus X is a totally acyclic complex. 
We recall that any left coherent ring is right GF-closed (see Bennis [2, Proposition 2.2(1)]).
The dual result of Theorem 2 (for flat/Gorenstein flat modules) is the following:
Theorem 3. Let R be a left coherent ring. Then the following are equivalent.
1. Every acyclic complex of flat right R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
2. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is in G˜F .
3. Every complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is a dg-Gorenstein flat complex.
Proof. 1. ⇔ 2. by Proposition 5.
2. ⇒ 3. Let X be a complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules. Since (dg(Proj), E) is
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a complete cotorsion pair, there exists an acyclic sequence 0 → X → C → D → 0 with
D ∈ dg(Proj) and with C an acyclic complex. Then for each n we have an exact sequence
0 → Xn → Cn → Dn → 0 with both Dn and Xn Gorenstein flat right R-modules. It
follows that each Cn is Gorenstein flat right R-module. Thus C is an acyclic complex of
Gorenstein flat right R-modules, so by (2), C is in G˜F .
Let A ∈ G˜C. The exact sequence 0 → X → C → D → 0 gives an exact sequence
0 = Ext1(C,A) → Ext1(X,A) → Ext2(D,A) = 0 (since A is acyclic and D is DG-
projective). It follows that Ext1(X,A) = 0 for any A ∈ G˜C, so X ∈ dg(GF).
3. ⇒ 1. Let Y be an acyclic complex of flat right R-modules. By (3), Y ∈ dg(GF).
Since Y is also acyclic it follows that Y is in G˜F . Therefore Zn(Y ) is Gorenstein flat right
R-module for each n. So Y is F-totally acyclic. 
Using Theorem 3 we obtain the following characterization of commutative Gorenstein
rings.
Corollary 1. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring. The following are equivalent:
1. R is Gorenstein.
2. Every acyclic complex of flat R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
3. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is in G˜F .
4. Every complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is dg-Gorenstein flat.
Proof. 1. ⇔ 2. by Murfet and Salarian [26, Theorem 4.27].
By Theorem 3, (2), (3) and (4) are equivalent. 
We show that if R is a left coherent and right n-perfect ring, then the equivalent char-
acterizations from Theorem 3 can be extended to include the analogue results for the
Gorenstein projective modules. The proof uses the fact that over such a ring R the pair
(GP ,GP⊥) is a complete hereditary pair. As noted in Section 2, this gives a complete
cotorsion pair, (dg(GP), ˜GP⊥), in the category of complexes of right R-modules.
Theorem 4. Let R be a left coherent and right n-perfect ring. The following statements
are equivalent:
1. Every acyclic complex of flat right R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
2. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is in G˜F .
3. Every complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules is a dg-Gorenstein flat complex.
4. Every acyclic complex of projective right R-modules is totally acyclic.
5. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules is in G˜P.
6. Every complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules is a dg-Gorenstein projective
complex.
Proof. By Theorem 3, statements (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent. And by Proposition 3,
statements (4) and (5) are equivalent.
2 ⇒ 5. Let X be an acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules. Since the
ring is coherent and right n-perfect, by Christensen, Frankild and Holm [6, Proposition
3.7], every Gorenstein projective right R-module is Gorenstein flat. So X ∈ G˜F . Then,
for each j, Zj(X) ∈ GF . By [15, Proposition 5], G.p.d.Zj(X) ≤ n. Since we have an
exact sequence 0 → Zn+j(X) → Xn+j−1 → Xn+j−2 → . . . → Xj+1 → Zj(X) → 0 with
Zj(X) Gorenstein flat and all the Xi’s Gorenstein projective right R-modules, it follows
that Zj+n(X) is Gorenstein projective for all integers j. But then by replacing j with
j − n we obtain that Zj(X) is Gorenstein projective for all j.
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5. ⇒ 6. Let X be a complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules. There exists
an exact sequence 0 → X → C → D → 0 with C acyclic and with D a DG-projective
complex. For each j, the exact sequence 0→ Xn → Cn → Dn → 0 with both Xn and Dn
Gorenstein projective right modules gives that each Cn is Gorenstein projective. Thus C
is an acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective right R-modules, so by (5), C is in G˜P .
Let A ∈ ˜GP⊥. The exact sequence 0 → X → C → D → 0 gives an exact sequence
0 = Ext1(C,A) → Ext1(X,A) → Ext2(D,A) = 0 (since D is DG-projective, and A is
acyclic).
Since Ext1(X,A) = 0 for any A ∈ ˜GP⊥, and (dg(GP), ˜GP⊥) is a cotorsion pair it follows
that X is a dg-Gorenstein projective complex.
6⇒ 2. Let X be an acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat right R-modules. Consider a partial
projective resolution of X :
0 → Y → Pn−1 → . . . → P0 → X → 0. Since R is right n-perfect and each Xj is
Gorenstein flat by [15, Proposition 5] we have that for each j, G.p.d.Xj ≤ n, so each
Yj is Gorenstein projective. Then Y is an acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective right
R-modules, so, by (6), Y is in G˜P . Therefore Zj(Y ) ∈ GP for all j, so the exact sequence
0→ Zj(Y )→ Zj(Pn−1)→ . . .→ Zj(P0)→ Zj(X)→ 0 gives that G.p.d.Zj(X) ≤ n for all
j. By [6, Proposition 3.7] we have G.f.d.Zj(X) ≤ G.p.d.Zj(X) ≤ n. The exact sequence
0 → Zj+n(X) → Xj+n−1 → . . . → Xj+1 → Zj(X) → 0 with all Xi Gorenstein flat and
with G.f.d.Zj(X) ≤ n gives that Zj+n(X) ∈ GF for all j. Then by replacing j with j − n
we obtain that Zj(X) is Gorenstein flat for all integers j. So X ∈ G˜F .

Using Theorem 2 and Theorem 4 we obtain the following:
Corollary 2. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension (for
instance if R has a dualizing complex). The following are equivalent:
1. R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring.
2. Every acyclic complex of injective modules is totally acyclic.
3. Every acyclic complex of flat R-modules is F-totally acyclic.
4. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is in G˜F .
5. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules is in G˜I.
6. Every complex of Gorenstein injective R-modules is dg-Gorenstein injective.
7. Every complex of Gorenstein flat R-modules is dg-Gorenstein flat.
8. Every acyclic complex of projective R-modules is totally acyclic.
9. Every acyclic complex of Gorenstein projective R-modules is in G˜P.
10. Every complex of Gorenstein projective R-modules is dg-Gorenstein projective.
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2 follows from [11, Theorem 10.1.13(1)].
By Theorem 2, 2 ⇔ 5 ⇔ 6.
2. ⇒ 3. Let F be an acyclic complex of flat modules. Then F+ is an acyclic complex of
injective modules. By hypothesis F+ is totally acyclic. This means that Hom(I, F+) is
acyclic for every injective module I. But Hom(I, F+) ≃ (I ⊗F )+. So (I ⊗F )+ is acyclic,
which implies that I ⊗ F is acyclic, for every injective I. That is, F is F-totally acyclic.
By Theorem 4, we have that 3 ⇔ 4 ⇔ 7 ⇔ 8 ⇔ 9 ⇔ 10.
3 ⇔ 1. By Murfet and Salarian [26, Theorem 4.27], the ring R is Gorenstein. Since R has
finite Krull dimension, it follows that inj.dimRR <∞ (see for example [1], Section 1). So
R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. 
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One of the main open problems in Gorenstein homological algebra is: “What is the most
general type of ring over which the class of Gorenstein injective modules is (pre)covering
(preenveloping respectively)?”. We give a sufficient condition in order for GI be both
covering and enveloping.
We will use the folowing.
Proposition 6. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring such that every acyclic complex
of injective R-modules is totally acyclic. Then the character module of any Gorenstein
injective R-module is a Gorenstein flat right R-module.
Proof. Let RG be a Gorenstein injective module. Then there exists an acyclic complex of
injective R-modules I = . . . → I1 → I0 → I−1 → . . . with G = Z0(I). Then I
++ is an
acyclic complex of injective R-modules, so by hypothesis, I++ is totally acyclic. Therefore
G++ = Z0(I
++) is Gorenstein injective. Since (G+)+ is Gorenstein injective, it follows
that G+ is Gorenstein flat (by Holm [18], Theorem 3.6). 
Theorem 5. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring such that every acyclic complex of
injective R-modules is totally acyclic. Then the class of Gorenstein injective modules is
both covering and enveloping in R-Mod.
Proof. By Proposition 6, over such a ring R the character module of any Gorenstein
injective R-module is Gorenstein flat. By Iacob [20, Theorems 3 and 5], the class of
Gorenstein injective R-modules is both covering and enveloping.

Theorem 6. Let R be a two sided noetherain ring such that every acyclic complex of
injective R-modules is totally acyclic. Then the class of Gorenstein flat right R-modules
is preenveloping in R-Mod.
Proof. Since over such a ring the character modules of Gorenstein injective modules are
Gorenstein flat the result follows from Iacob [21, Theorem 1]. 
5. rings that satisfy the Auslander condition
We recall that Bass proved that a commutative noetherian ring R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein
ring if and only if the flat dimension of the ith term in a minimal injective resolution of
R is at most i− 1, for all i ≥ 1. In the non-commutative case, Auslander proved that this
condition is left-right symmetric (see Fossum, Griffith and Reiten [16, Theorem 3.7]). In
this case the ring is said to satisfy the Auslander condition.
In [19] Huang introduces the notion of modules satisfying the Auslander condition. We
recall the definition ([19]): given a left noetherian ring R, a left R-module M is said to
satisfy the Auslander condition if the flat dimension of the ith term in the minimal injec-
tive resolution of M is at most i− 1 for any i ≥ 1.
We also recall the following:
Theorem (this is part of [19, Theorem 1.3]) If R is a left noetherian ring then the follow-
ing are equivalent:
1. RR satisfies the Auslander condition.
2. fdRE
0(M) ≤ fdRM for any RM , where E
0(M) is the injective envelope of M .
If moreover R is left and right noetherian then the statements above are also equivalent
to:
3. the opposite version of (i) (1 ≤ i ≤ 2).
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We recall that a ring R has finite finitistic flat dimension if the maximum of flat dimen-
sions among the modules with finite flat dimension is finite. In the following we prove
(Proposition 6) that if R is two sided noetherian of finite finitistic flat dimension, such
that R satisfies the Auslander condition and every acyclic complex of injective R-modules
is totally acyclic then every injective R-module has finite flat dimension.
We recall that a module M is strongly cotorsion if Ext1(F,M) = 0 for any module F
of finite flat dimension. By Yan [28, Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 2.14], if R has finite
finitistic flat dimension then (F ,SC) is a complete hereditary cotorsion pair (where F
denotes the class of modules of finite flat dimension and SC is the class of strongly co-
torsion modules). We use this result to prove (Theorem 7) that if every acyclic complex
of injective left R-modules is totally acyclic and every acyclic complex of injective right
R-modules is totally acyclic then R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring.
We start with the following result:
Lemma 1. If R is two sided noetherian such that every acyclic complex of injective mod-
ules is totally acyclic, then any Gorenstein injective module is strongly cotorsion.
Proof. By Proposition 6 the character module of any Gorenstein injective R-module is
Gorenstein flat right R-module. By Iacob [20, Lemma 2], we have that K ∈⊥GI if and
only if K+ is Gorenstein cotorsion right R-module. Since for any flat module K, we have
that K+ is an injective right R-module, it follows that any flat module is in ⊥GI.
Let C be a module of finite flat dimension. Then there is an exact sequence 0 → Fn →
. . . → F0 → C → 0 with each Fj flat. Let G be a Gorenstein injective R-module. Then
by the above Extl(C,G) = 0 for all l ≥ n+ 1.
Also, there is an exact sequence 0 → Gn → En−1 → . . . → E0 → G → 0 with each
Ej injective and with all Ker(Ej → Ej−1) Gorenstein injective. Then Ext
1(C,G) ≃
Extn+1(C,Gn) = 0. So G is strongly cotorsion. 
Lemma 2. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring that satisfies the Auslander condition
and such that every acyclic complex of injective R-modules is totally acyclic. Then every
strongly cotorsion module has Gorenstein injective dimension ≤ 1.
Proof. Let M be a strongly cotorsion module. Consider the exact sequence 0 → M →
A → L → 0 with A injective. Since both A and M are strongly cotorsion it follows that
L is also strongly cotorsion. Since the injective envelope of RR is flat it follows (from
Enochs and Huang [8, Theorem 4.4(5)]) that the injective cover I0 → L is surjective. By
Wakamatsu’s lemma ([11, Corollary 7.2.3]) J0 = Ker(I0 → L) ∈ Inj
⊥. Hence we have the
short exact sequence 0 → J0 → I0 → L → 0 with I0 injective and J0 ∈ Inj
⊥. Since A is
injective and I0 → L is an injective precover, there is a commutative diagram:
0 M A L 0
0 J0 I0 L 0
//

u
//

u
//
f
//
// // //
g
//
So we have an exact sequence: 0→M → J0 ⊕A→ I0 → 0 with both M and I0 strongly
cotorsion modules. It follows that J0 is strongly cotorsion. Then, by the same reasoning as
above, there exists an exact sequence 0→ J1 → I1 → J0 → 0 with I1 an injective module
and with J1 in Inj
⊥. In fact, since J0 ∈ Inj
⊥, we have that Ext1(E, J0) = Ext
2(E, J1) = 0
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for any injective R-module E.
We show that J1 is a strongly cotorsion module.
Let F be a module of finite flat dimension. Consider the exact sequence 0 → F → E →
D → 0 with E the injective envelope of F . Since R satisfies the Auslander condition, E
has finite flat dimension. It follows that D is also a module of finite flat dimension, so
Ext1(D, J0) = 0. The exact sequence 0→ F → E → D → 0 gives a long exact sequence
0 = Ext1(E, J1)→ Ext
1(F, J1)→ Ext
2(D, J1)→ Ext
2(E, J1) = 0.
So Ext1(F, J1) ≃ Ext
2(D, J1).
Also, the exact sequence 0 → J1 → I1 → J0 → 0 gives the exact sequence: 0 =
Ext1(D, J0)→ Ext
2(D, J1)→ Ext
2(D, I1) = 0. Thus Ext
2(D, J1) = 0, and by the above,
Ext1(F, J1) = 0 for any R-module F of finite flat dimension. So J1 is a strongly cotorsion
module, and therefore its injective cover is a surjective map. Continuing this process, we
obtain an acyclic left injective resolution of L= . . .→ I2 → I1 → I0 → L→ 0. Pasting it
together with a right injective resolution of L, we obtain an acyclic complex of injective
modules: . . . → I2 → I1 → I0 → E
0 → E1 → . . .. By hypothesis, this is a totally acyclic
complex. So L is Gorenstein injective. Then the exact sequence 0 → M → A → L → 0
with both A and L Gorenstein injective modules gives that G.i.d.M ≤ 1.

Lemma 3. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring that satisfies the Auslander condition.
If V is a strongly cotorsion module of finite flat dimension then V is injective.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 0 → V → E(V ) → W → 0 with E(V ) the injective
envelope of V . Since R satisfies the Auslander condition, f.d.(E(V )) <∞. It follows that
W also has finite flat dimension. Since V is strongly cotorsion, Ext1(W,V ) = 0. So the
sequence is split acyclic, and therefore E(V ) ≃ V ⊕W . Thus V is an injective module. 
Proposition 7. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring of finite finitistic flat dimension
and that satisfies the Auslander condition. If moreover every acyclic complex of injective
R-modules is totally acyclic then every strongly cotorsion R-module is Gorenstein injective.
Proof. Let M be a strongly cotorsion R-module. Then its flat cover is injective (by [8,
Theorem 4.4(5)]), and therefore there exists an exact sequence 0→ J → I →M → 0 with
I injective and with J ∈ Inj⊥. Since (F ,SC) is a complete cotorsion pair there is also an
exact sequence 0→ J → U → V → 0 with U strongly cotorsion and with V of finite flat
dimension.
Since I is an injective module we have a commutative diagram
0 J U V 0
0 J I M 0
// //

//

//
// // // //
and therefore an exact sequence 0→ U → I ⊕ V →M → 0.
Both M and U are strongly cotorsion, so V is also strongly cotorsion. But V has finite
flat dimension. So by Lemma 3, V is injective.
And by Lemma 2, G.i.d.U ≤ 1. The exact sequence 0→ U → I⊕V →M → 0 with I⊕V
injective and with G.i.d.U ≤ 1 gives that M is Gorenstein injective.

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Corollary 3. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring of finitistic flat dimension and satisfies
the Auslander condition. If moreover every acyclic complex of injective R-modules is totally
acyclic then the class of strongly cotorsion R-modules coincides with that of the Gorenstein
injective modules.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and Proposition 7. 
We can prove now:
Proposition 8. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring of finitistic flat dimension such that
R satisfies the Auslander condition and every acyclic complex of injective R-modules is
totally acyclic. Then every injective R-module has finite flat dimension.
Proof. By Corollary 3 above we have that GI = SC in this case. It follows that ⊥GI = F
with F the class of modules of finite flat dimension. Since the class of injective modules
is contained in ⊥GI, we have that Inj ⊆ F . 
We can give now the following characterization of noncommutative Iwanaga-Gorenstein
rings:
Theorem 7. Let R be a two sided noetherian ring of finitistic flat dimension that satisfies
the Auslander condition. The following are equivalent:
1. R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring.
2. Every acyclic complex of injective left R-modules is totally acyclic and every acyclic
complex of injective right R-modules is totally acyclic.
Proof. 1 ⇒ 2. is known ([11, Theorem 10.1.13]).
2 ⇒ 1. Let F be a flat left R-module. Then F+ is an injective right R-module. By
Proposition 7, flat.dim.F+ <∞. Therefore inj.dim.F++ <∞. Since R is left noetherian
and F ⊆ F++ is a pure submodule it follows that inj.dimF ≤ inj.dim.F++ < ∞ ([11,
Lemma 9.1.5]). In particular, for F = R we obtain that inj.dim.RR <∞.
Since R is left and right noetherian and inj.dim.RR < ∞ it follows ([11], Proposition
9.1.6) that inj.dimRR <∞. Thus R is an Iwanaga-Gorenstein ring. 
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